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GulzarRecent Posts The Georgia Department of Natural Resources (DNR) reminds residents that if your garage or shed door is
squeaking, squeaking or rattling and has not stopped in the last 10 days, it is a sign of a woodworm infestation. Woodworm are
also called “loopers” or “maggots,” and they are natural pests that feed on the soft wood within your home. They can cause
extensive damage to a home or business and are often very difficult to detect. Woodworm will remain dormant throughout
winter but may be out in force this spring. Don’t let your investment in a home or business suffer because you didn’t take care of
these pests. The DNR is providing a free guide called “Protect Your Home from Woodworm” to help homeowners understand
how to recognize and treat woodworm infestations. You can get your copy of the guide by calling the DNR’s Woodworm
Hotline at (706) 441-1454. In addition to following the recommendations in the guide, homeowners should inspect their homes
every six months and treat wood that is infested with woodworm. Homeowners can also use a chemical wood treatment at the
DNR’s Pineside Station.Day of Cervantes (TV programme) Day of Cervantes is a BBC Two documentary which examines the
legacy of Miguel de Cervantes. Filmed and presented by John Humphrys, it was broadcast on 21 January 2009. Synopsis The
programme examines the life and works of Miguel de Cervantes, who died in 1616. Humphrys travels across Spain and Europe
to examine the legacy of Cervantes and the influence of his works on European literature, in particular the works of Miguel de
Cervantes and the novels of Charles Dickens. Reception The programme was a critical success. The Financial Times said
"Cervantes is one of the great names of the literary canon, but BBC2’s dramatic documentary builds a deep case for him and his
lasting significance." References External links Category:2000s British television series Category: 2d92ce491b
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